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“

This CD gives food for thought to the listener for several reasons.
First there is the cover: ‘flute with continuum’, only in the booklet we will find the names of the
cellist and harpsichordist.
Furthermore Elizabeth plays a ‘modern’ wooden flute from 1960, while at the same time she’s
mastering all of the historical flutes as well.
Then she has chosen to play in Valotti temperament and chooses to change the intonation in
chromatic passages, much like Quantz made a difference between e-flat and d-sharp on his
instruments.
At first glance one is immediately caught by her expressive and meaningful playing. The sketches
are all melodically and harmonically structured in a logical and convincing way, together with the
beautiful playing of her continuo group. Walker has a wonderful sound, especially enjoyable in the
slow movements.
The fast movements are a bit static and less interesting to my taste, in spite of finesses in baroque
articulation, which, in her own saying, she is after.
But her plea for playing in style on a Boehm flute are very successful as far as I’m concerned.
Fluit (attached)
Dec 2011 • Translation by Jacqueline Sorel

“

Elizabeth Walker in her recording of Bach sonatas offers a thoughtful and polished reading of
approximately half of the extant sonatas... she reaches back to a strong but largely forgotten
native tradition of flute sound... Walker’s performances are lively and clean... characterful
playing with some delightful decoration... The music-making really takes off in the great B minor
sonata, and I have returned to this reading many times. The flautist responds to this music with
more urgent intensity, and the performance seems exactly right. Elizabeth’s accompaniment
group Continuum comprises Michael Overbury on a bright Ruckers copy harpsichord and
Christopher Poffley on a resonant Amati cello from the 17th century and the recording is clear
and detailed.
British Flute Society ‘Pan’ magazine (attached)
Dec 2011 • Joshua Getzler

“

But the real star, of course, is the flute. Elizabeth Walker has a satisfyingly reedy tone on her
wooden instrument.
The sound quality is good. The balance favours the flute perhaps a little more than it actually
needs, but the sense of presence the solo instrument is afforded is welcome. The recording
was made in the church at Pilton, better known as the home of the Glastonbury Festival. It
is a good acoustic, bright but not smothering.
All round a very enjoyable disc. Certainly one for the flute fans, and also for those of
you who like your Bach historically-informed but without the pedantry of many period
instrument players.
Classical CD review • Gavin Dixon

“

A delightful CD which combines scholarship with zestful musicality. Elizabeth Walker has
mastered the flute in all its various manifestations, modern and baroque.

Elizabeth Walker

Musical Pointers • Peter Grahame Woolf
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